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Two-Dimensional Optical Processing 
Using One-Dimensional  Input  Devices 
Invited Paper 
Two-dimensional  optical  processing  architectures  that re imple 
mented with onedimensional input spatial light modulators are 
reviewed. The advanced state of the art of available onedimep 
sional devices  and  the flexibility that  exists in the  design of two-di- 
mensional  architectures with onedimensional transducers  leads to 
the implementation of the most powerful and versatile optical 
processors.  Signal  and  image  processing  architectures of this  type 
are  discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Optical information processing systems can be config- 
ured in  two or  three  spatial  dimensions,  one  of  the dimen- 
sions being the optical axis of  the system along the general 
direction in which light propagates. As light propagates 
through the system it is modulated by input data  and 
transformed to produce, at the output plane, a light  distri- 
bution modulated by the processed data (the result  of the 
computation). Light  modulators  and opticdl processing ele- 
ments are typically placed in planes perpendicular to the 
optical axis. An optical processor is refcrrr I to as one- or 
two-dimensional ( I -D or 2-D) depending ' j . 1  whether one 
or two of the transverse coordinates of the optical system 
are  used.  The majority of  the  early optical  information 
processing systems were 2-0 processors [I]-[3]. The 2-D 
space provides large  parallel  processing capability that  gives 
optical processors the potential for  extremely high process- 
ing power. In addition, the inherent 2-D  processing  capabil- 
ity makes optics a signal  processing  techr,ology  that is 
uniquely suited for image processing applications, which 
typically require extensive computations. Indeed, the first 
successful application of optical information processing  sys- 
tems was in the area of image processing, particularly in 
synthetic aperture radar [2] and pattern recognition [3]. I - D  
processors were developed subsequently, primarily due to 
the emergence of acoustooptic devices (AODs) as broad- 
band, high-quality  electronic-to-optical transducers  [4].  The 
acoustooptic spectrum analyzer is the most widely used 
processor  of  this  type, consisting simply of an AOD, a I - D  
Fourier transforming lens,  and a linear  detector array  [5]. In 
recent years, a new  generation of 2 - 0  optical architectures 
has  emerged.  These architectures are implemented with 
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1-D input devices but are configured in three  spatial dimen- 
sions.  The classical 2-D processors, which are implemented 
with 2 - 0  spatial light modulators (SLMs) [6], [A, process 
data in a relatively straightforward manner, typically using 
spherical lenses to perform Fourier transformations or 2-D 
shift-invariant operations. The implementation of 2-D 
processors with I - D  devices is usually less straightforward, 
but greater flexibility exists in designing such  systems. Con- 
sequently, many new architectures have emerged in a rela- 
tively short time, in which broad-band, high-quality I - D  
devices have been incorporated in the 2-D optical system 
to produce the most powerful and versatile optical com- 
puters to date.  We will examine in this paper the methods 
that have been  proposed for implementing such  processors. 
Before we proceed with descriptions of specific architec- 
tures we will discuss in this introductory section general 
characteristics of processors of this type. 
The  most direct motivation for using I - D  devices is their 
advanced  state of the art. In recent  years,  numerous optical 
devices  have been  developed,  usually  for applications other 
than  optical  information processing. Nevertheless, many of 
these  devices  have been effectively used as input or output 
transducers in 1  -D optical processors. AODs, semiconduc- 
tor  light sources (laser diodes and LEDs) [8], and semicon- 
ductor detectors (photodiodes and CCDs [9], [IO]) are the 
components that have been  most widely used in this 
manner. The relatively small size of these  devices combined 
with advanced computer-aided lens design techniques has 
led to the development of miniaturized optical systems [ I l l .  
In addition, the relatively low power consumption and  cost 
of the devices has made it possible to implement optical 
processors that are  advantageous not only in terms of speed 
but also in terms of power requirement, size, and cost. 
These practical considerations provide strong impetus for 
using these  same  devices to implement 2 - 0  processors with 
similar  properties. 
The ability to configure the processor in three dimen- 
sions is a property unique  to optics among signal process- 
ing technologies. It is crucial to utilize the third dimension 
effectively because, in general, it is this property that gives 
optics a clear  advantage  over  alternate  technologies.  There- 
fore, an important question is whether 2 - 0  optical 
processors that are configured with I - D  devices can have 
sufficient processing power, because the full potential of 
the three-dimensional optical system can only be realized 
with the classical implementation of a 2-D processor utiliz- 
ing 2-D SLMs. If such a processor is configured to perform 
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2-D correlations, then each of IO6 samples that are stored 
on a 2-D SLM at the input plane, is multiplied by I O 6  
samples stored on a second 2-D S L M  placed in the spatial 
frequency plane. This massive parallelism and interconnec- 
tion capability results in a processing  rate  equivalent to IOl4 
analog multiplications per second, assuming that the input 
SLM is updated at 100 frames per second. When the input 
device is I -D ,  some of this parallelism is lost since only 
103-104 samples  can now be  represented in the input 
plane, at one time. The loss in parallelism,  however, is 
compensated for by the very high bandwidth of the avail- 
able I -D  devices. For instance, consider a processor that is 
implemented with a linear array of 100 laser diodes as the 
input device. Each laser diode can  be  separately  modulated 
with a bandwidth equal to 1 GHz, and therefore the input 
data can be updated every 1 ns. The processing power in 
this case  can  exceed IOl4 analog multiplications per  second, 
if the light from each laser diode is multiplied by at least 
I O 3  samples in the optical system. It is actually possible to 
multiply each laser diode with  up  to IO6 samples  and  thus, 
given the properties of the  devices  that  are  available,  larger 
processing  power  can  be  obtained with a 2 - 0  optical 
processor if it is implemented with I -D  devices. Notice that 
in the above example, the I O 3  interconnections are only a 
small fraction of the interconnection capacity of the 2-D 
optical system, yet they are sufficient to yield very high 
processing power due to the use of the broad-band input 
devices. 
A consequence of the reduced utilization of the inter- 
connection capacity of the optical system is increased flexi- 
bility. The 2-D Fourier  transforming  lens is the primary 
mechanism  that i s  used to make  all the possible inter- 
connections in a 2-D optical processor. However, only a 
relatively small number of linear operations can be per- 
formed with a processor based on the 2-D Fourier trans- 
form. It is in fact  possible to compute a wider class of linear 
operations  through  combinations of imaging  and I -D trans- 
forming (or integrating) lenses. Furthermore, greater flexi- 
bility exists in the design of such  processors, permitting the 
optimization  of the optical architecture so that a particular 
operation is performed in a manner that is matched to the 
requirements of each application. 
A Second important consequence of the use of broad- 
band transducers has been the development of “dynamic” 
2-D optical processors.  Time  plays a passive role in a classi- 
cal 2-D processor: data are placed at the input plane, they 
are processed by spatial integration in the optical system, 
and then a time interval  elapses during  which the last  result 
is read out and a new block of data is entered in the optical 
processor. The incorporation of devices  such as AODs  and 
CCDs, which have the capability of transfering data not 
only into, but also through the optical system, results in 
dynamic optical processors in which different calculations 
are continuously being performed. Time integration is an 
example of dynamic optical processing [12], [13]. As data 
flow through a time integrating system, computations are 
continuously performed and the partial results are stored 
(accumulated) on the optical detector  by buildup of photo- 
generated  charge.  Recently, a more  deliberate utilization  of 
the time domain has been achieved through systolic I -D  
and 2-D optical processing (141-[17].  Systolic optical 
processing is addressed in a separate paper in this issue. A 
byproduct of dynamic processing is increased programma- 
bility  in such systems. Usually, the operation performed is 
controlled  by electrical  signals  externally applied and it is a 
relatively easy task to reprogram the processor  by  changing 
these signals with an electronic processor  that is interfaced 
to the optical system. 
In summary, practical as well as powerful 2-D optical 
processors can be implemented using I - D  input devices, 
primarily because of the advanced state of the art of the 
available components. Furthermore, such systems are par- 
ticularly versatile  due to the latitude that  exists in designing 
the spatial configuration as well as the timing of  these 
architectures. In the remainder of the paper we explore 
these issues further by discussing several processors of this 
type. The architectures that will be described are imple- 
mented with astigmatic optical systems, typically consisting 
of a combination of spherical  and cylindrical lenses in 
conjunction with the active  devices  used in each  case.  Even 
within this  relatively  narrow  framework, it is not possible to 
cover all the systems that  have  been  proposed.  Instead, 
several representative architectures were selected, partially 
because of their significance but also because they were 
judged to be  suitable  for  conveying  crucial  concepts. 
The  processors  that will be  discussed  are all  implemented 
with AODs  and arrays of laser diodes (LDs) or LEDs as input 
devices.  There  are  other I -D  devices  that  can  be  used 
instead, such as the array of electrooptic modulators that 
was recently  fabricated at  Xerox  [59]  or the CCD  spatial light 
modulator that is being developed at Lincoln Laboratory 
[ a ] .  AODs, LEDs, and LDs are used throughout the paper 
because these devices have been primarily used in practice 
and also because they are representative of the two basic 
types of I -D  input devices. in a LED or LD array,  each 
element of the array can be individually modulated, and 
thus an entire line of data can be entered into the optical 
processor, in parallel, in a time approximately equal to the 
inverse of the bandwidth  of the individual devices (1 ns for 
LDs). On the other hand, data are entered serially into the 
optical system when an AOD is used. If the voltage applied 
to an AOD is temporally modulated  by f ( t ) ,  then  the light 
diffracted by the device is modulated  by f( t - x / v ) ,  where 
x is the spatial coordinate along the direction of propaga- 
tion of the  acoustic  wave  and v is the  acoustic  velocity. At 
any time, t ,  the diffracted light is spatially modulated pro- 
portionally to a portion of the electrical signal applied to 
the device;  equivalently, at  any position, x ,  the light is 
temporally modulated  by the input signal.  This  dual modu- 
lation is important for the synthesis of dynamic optical 
processors because AODs can be used not only as input 
devices but also as delay  lines in the optical processor. 
The modulation introduced by the AOD is actually  more 
complicated [4]; the diffracted light is Doppler shifted to 
the center  frequency of the AOD, the finite aperture  of the 
device  places a limit on the spatial extent  over which 
the  modulation takes  place,  and the approximation  that  the 
modulation is proportional to the applied electrical  signal is 
valid only if the diffraction efficiency of the device  does not 
exceed a few percent  [18].  Furthermore, the modulation 
properties of AODs depend strongly on the angle of inci- 
dence of the illuminating light, an aspect hat becomes 
particularly important in the design of astigmatic systems 
since in these architectures AODs are often illuminated 
with uncollimated light [19]. All these  factors  must  be  taken 
into consideration in the design of a practical  system. How- 
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ever, since our purpose in this paper is to describe the 
functional operation of 2-D processor  architectures, the 
simple form of  the modulating  function, f(  t - x/v), will be 
used except in cases where the additional factors play a 
vital part in the architecture. In architectures  that are imple- 
mented with incoherent light or where  operations are per- 
formed on detected signals (time integrating processors), 
bipolar signals are typically placed on a bias so that they 
can be represented by light intensity, which is a positive 
quantity. For clarity, the details of biasing in such systems 
will be suppressed. 
The rest of the paper is divided in three sections. The 
following section examines multichannel systems. 2-D opti- 
cal processors for processing 1-D signals are discussed in 
Section Ill, and the final section is devoted to optical 
processors  capable  of  processing 2-D signals  (images). 
II. MULTICHANNEL PROCESSORS 
The basic linear operations (Fourier transform, convolu- 
tion, and correlation) can  be implemented with I - D  optical 
processors in a variety of ways [5], [20]. The majority of 
these architectures are (or at least can be) implemented 
using AODs as electronic-to-optical transducers. Such sys- 
tems  are  successfully  used in practice  even though they are 
in direct competition with other analog and digital I - D  
signal  processing  technologies, primarily because  of the 
high bandwidth of AODs, which can exceed 1 GHz. The 
result is a processing rate that cannot be easily achieved 
with alternate  technologies. The  processing power of a I - D  
optical processor  can  be  increased further by a factor of I O 2  
to I O 3  by simply performing the same basic I - D  operation 
in all the  available  channels along the  second dimension of 
the optical system. Such multichannel processors  were pro- 
posed early, for instance  by  Cutrona in his classic paper in 
1% [I]. These  systems  are useful in applications where  one 
wishes to process a signal in many different ways, or alter- 
natively when the same processing operation is to be per- 
formed on a number  of different signals simultaneously. 
The  system shown in Fig. 1 is an  example  of a multichan- 
nel I - D  space integrating correlator. The input signal f( t )  is 
applied  to the AOD in Fig. 1. The AOD is illuminated by a 
coherent light source. The spherical lens L, is a collimating 
lens and the cylindrical lens L 2  focuses the light in the 
L1 Lz 
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L3 
p2 
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Fig. 1. Multichannel space integrating correlator. 
vertical direction onto the AOD. The amplitude of the 
diffracted light is modulated by f ( t  - x/v), where x is 
the horizontal spatial dimension and v is the  acoustic 
velocity. The undiffracted  light transmitted through the 
AOD is blocked in the  focal  plane  of the spherical  lens L , ,  
whereas the diffracted light is collimated in the vertical 
dimension by I , .  In the horizontal dimension, L,  and the 
cylindrical lens L, produce an image of  the diffracted  light 
at plane P2. The light illuminating plane f2 is therefore 
modulated by f ( t  + x/v) and is uniform in the  vertical (y) 
dimension. A 2-D transparency with amplitude trans- 
mittance h(x,y) is placed at P2. The amplitude of the 
light transmitted through fz is modulated by the product 
f ( t  - x/v)h(x,y). The combination of the cylindrical lens 
L ,  and the spherical lens L, image plane P' onto plane in 
the vertical dimension. In the horizontal dimension, L6 
produces the Fourier  transform of the light  exiting plane P2. 
The amplitude of the light at the output plane 6 is mod- 
ulated by 
d(o,,v,t) = j f ( t+  X/V)h(x,y)exp(jw,x)dx (1) 
where ox = 2ax'/XF6 is the radial spatial frequency, X is 
the wavelength of  light, F6 is the focal length of L6, and x' 
is the horizontal coordinate at plane 5. If a slit is placed at 
P,, oriented vertically and centered on the optical axis, then 
light is transmitted through the slit only around ox = 0. The 
width of the slit is chosen to be less than h F 6 / A  ( A  being 
the aperture of the mask  at plane P2) and a detector array is 
placed immediately after the slit. The photocurrent that 
is generated at a detector element  located at position y, is 
proportional to 
The temporal modulation of the output signal from each 
detector is the magnitude squared of the correlation of the 
input signal f( t )  and the signal  that is recorded on the mask 
as a function of position x at the position along the y 
dimension where the corresponding detector element is 
placed. The number  of parallel correlations  that this system 
can compute is limited by the size of the parallel readout 
detector array that can be fabricated-in practice approxi- 
mately 100. 
The multichannel, time integrating spectrum  analyzer  [21] 
shown in Fig. 2 is an  example  of a multichannel system that 
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Fig. 2. Multichannel time integrating spectrum analyzer. 
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can accept many signals in parallel and perform the same 
operation on each. A linear array of LEDs is placed in the 
input plane Pl of Fig. 2. The  pair of cylindrical  lenses L, and 
L,  collimate the light from each LED so that  they all 
illuminate  the A O D  placed in plane P2. The focal length of 
lens L, is chosen to be much shorter than the focal length 
of L ,  so that the beams illuminating the A O D  are narrow in 
the vertical direction and wide horizontally matching the 
shape of the aperture of the A O D .  The intensity of the nth 
LED is modulated  by 
I,, = I ,  + s,(t)cos(oot + bt2 )  (3) 
where s , ( t )  denotes the nth input signal, 0, is a fixed 
frequency the significance of which  will be  discussed 
shortly, b is a constant that has units s - ~ ,  and I, is a bias 
that is added to each signal to allow negative values to be 
represented by light intensity. The modulating signal ap- 
plied  to the AOD is h ( t )  = cos(w,,t + bt'). When a bias is 
added to this signal before it is applied to the A O D ,  the 
intensity of the diffracted light is modulated proportionally 
to h( t  - x/v). Therefore, the intensity of the light dif- 
fracted  by the AOD in Fig. 2 is modulated  by the product of 
the incident intensity and h( t  - x/v). The cylindrical lens 
L 3  and the spherical  lens L ,  form  an  image of this diffracted 
light  in the horizontal (x) direction at the output plane 5 .  
The lens L ,  focuses the light vertically onto the output 
plane  or,  equivalently, the combination of lenses 1, and L ,  
produce  an  image of the LED array in the vertical direction 
at the output plane. Consequently, light that originates at 
the nth LED is detected on the nth  row of a 2-D  detector 
array  at  plane 5 .  The  photogenerated  charge on a detector 
element located at position x at the nth  row of the array is 
proportional to the time integrated intensity of the incident 
light: 
ID(x,  n )  = /I,,( t ,  x)h (  t - x/v) dt + bias terms 
= IS"( t )  cos ( wot + bt2) 
*cos ( w,t + b( t - x/.)') dt + bias 
.cos (q,x/v + 2bxt/v + bx2/v2) dt + bias 
= (1/2)1S"(2~X/V)l 
.cos [ oox/v + +,,(2bx/v) + bx2/$] + bias. 
(4) 
In the above  equation 
is  the Fourier  transform of the real signal s , ( t ) .  Each 
transform is recorded as a function of position x at a 
different row  of the detector array and  therefore the spectra 
of all input signals  can be independently accessed.  The 
magnitude of each transform modulates the amplitude of 
the spatial  carrier in (4) whereas the phase of  the transform 
appears as phase modulation on the same  carrier.  Both 
quantities can be obtained directly when the detector is 
read out, by electronically filtering the detector signal to 
remove the bias terms in (4) and mixing  the  filtered signal 
with cos(w,x + bx2/v2) in quadrature to obtain the real 
and imaginary  components of S,,(w). This  Fourier  transform- 
ing algorithm, known as the "chirp-z" in the digital signal 
processing literature [22], has proven very useful in optics 
since it allows  the calculation of the transform of long 
signals with fine resolution, using temporal integration on 
the detector. The integration time is limited by the dark 
current of the detector to several milliseconds or longer if 
the detector is cooled. In general, the system of Fig. 2 can 
be  used for the calculation of the spectra of many  relatively 
narrow-band signals with fine resolution. The number of 
parallel channels in this case is limited by the number of 
L E D s  (or laser diodes)  that is feasible to assemble  and  drive 
in parallel. LD arrays have been fabricated monolithically 
with 18 elements at 15-pm centers [23] and it is feasible to 
fabricate larger arrays either monolithically or by stacking 
individual modules. 
Ill. 2-D PROCESSING OF I -D  SIGNALS 
In this  section  we  consider optical processors  designed to 
process I - D  signals in both transverse spatial dimensions. 
Generally, more complex 1-D signal processing operations 
can be performed by using the two dimensions directly, 
resulting in optical processors that are not only computa- 
tionally more powerful than I - D  processors (as are multi- 
channel systems), but also more versatile and capable of 
performing a wider class of signal  processing  operations. In 
some cases the distinction between multichannel and 2-D  
processors is subtle. For instance, the multichannel system 
of Fig. 1 can  also be thought of as processing i ts input signal 
in both spatial  dimensions to perform a single  linear  opera- 
tion. We will see, however, through the examples in this 
section that more direct utilization of the 2-D space is 
possible. 
The first  architecture  considered is the vector-matrix 
multiplier shown in Fig. 3. This system demonstrates the 
DETECTOR 
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Fig. 3. Vector-matrlx multiplier, implemented with an array 
of LEDs. 
impact  that  device  developments have  had on architectural 
design.  The  architecture in Fig. 3 was originally proposed in 
1964 [I], but the full potential of this system was appreci- 
ated more  than 10 years later [24]-[27], by which  time 
broad-band source and detector arrays had become feasi- 
ble.  We  examine  here the implementation  proposed  by 
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Goodman et a/. [24]. An array of LEDs is positioned verti- 
cally at the input plane Po in Fig. 3. The intensity of the 
light emitted by the nth LED is denoted by A ( n ) .  The 
spherical lens L,  collimates the light from each LED in the 
horizontal direction and the combination of L, and the 
cylindrical lens L 2  produce an image of the LED array at 
plane Pz in the vertical direction. Consequently, the 2-D 
mask placed at Pz is illuminated  uniformly in the horizontal 
direction and each row of the mask is illuminated by a 
different LED. The intensity transmittance of the mask is 
denoted by B(n, m), which signifies  that a pixel of the mask 
with area (DX . Dy) ,  located at coordinates x = m . DX and 
y = n . Dy, has average transmittance B(n, m). The mask is 
imaged in  both dimensions onto the output plane Pz. In the 
horizontal dimension, the spherical  lens L 3  and the cylindri- 
cal lens L ,  produce a relatively large image of the mask so 
that each column of the mask is imaged onto a separate 
element of a linear detector array placed at 4. In the 
vertical dimension, L 3  and L ,  produce a demagnified image 
of the mask that is smaller in the vertical direction than the 
height of  each detector element.  Therefore,  the photo- 
generated signal at the mth detector element is propor- 
tional to the total intensity transmitted through the mth 
column of the mask: 
N 
C ( m )  = D ( n , m ) A ( n )  (5) 
n 
where N is the number of LEDs. The operation performed 
in this case is the multiplication  of the vector A ,  applied to 
the LED  array,  and the matrix B, stored on the mask. 
Equivalently, it is a 1-D linear operation with a space-variant 
kernel. The  use of the second dimension of the optical 
system provides in this architecture the capability to per- 
form a wider class of  operations,  since it is only possible to 
implement shift-invariant operations  and  the  Fourier  trans- 
form with I - D  systems. It is interesting to calculate the 
processing power of this relatively simple optical processor. 
The size of the vector and the matrix that can  be  processed 
is limited by  the  number of elements in the LED and 
detector arrays. For arrays with 100 elements, I O 4  analog 
multiplications are performed by the optical system each 
time a new vector is entered and the product read out by 
the detector. If the LEDs and the detectors have a 10-ns 
response time, the resulting processing rate is 10l2 analog 
multiplications per  second.  The  fact  that this large  process- 
ing power can  be obtained with such a simple optical 
system, with which computations can be performed with 
relatively high accuracy, has raised the possibility of per- 
forming numerical  operations optically. 
Vector-matrix  products can  also  be formed with the 
architecture shown in Fig. 4 that has been proposed by 
LED- 
Fig. 4. Vector-matrix multiplier,  implemented with a single 
LED and a 2-D CCD detector. 
Monahan et a/.  [28]. In this case a single LED is used  that is 
collimated by a spherical  lens to  uniformly  illuminate a 2-D 
transparency with intensity transmittance B(n,  m), where n 
and m are integers denoting the position of each pixel of 
the mask in the two spatial  dimensions. The intensity of the 
LED is successively modulated by the  elements of the 
vector A(; ) ,  where i is an integer. The intensity of the light 
transmitted through the mask is modulated by the product 
A( i)B(n, m). The light is detected by a 2-D CCD array 
placed immediately after the mask. There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the pixels of the mask and the 
detector elements of the  CCD  and  therefore the charge that 
is photogenerated at the (n ,  m)  detector  element when the 
i th element of the input vector is applied to the LED is 
C(n, m, i )  = A(/ )B(n,  m). The  charge pattern stored in the 
CCD is transferred vertically by one pixel before the next 
element of  the  vector is applied to the LED.  The  charge that 
is photogenerated during the time the LED is modulated by 
the i th element of the input vector is transferred on the 
CCD by N - i pixels, in the vertical direction, after all N 
elements of the input vector have been entered in the 
processor.  The total charge that is accumulated on the  CCD 
after  the N elements of the vector are applied to the LED, is 
C ( n , m )  = C B ( n  - N + i , m ) A ( i ) .  (6) 
The CCD has n rows in the vertical direction and the top 
(Nth) row is a CCD  register that transfers its contents 
horizontally to the output port of the device. The charge 
accumulated at the top row is  therefore the output signal of 
this processor and it is found by substituting n = N in (6) 
C ( N , m ) = z B ( i , m ) A ( i ) .  (7) 
Thus this system  also  produces at its output the product of 
the vector that modulates  sequentially  the intensity of the 
LED and the matrix  stored in the mask. This example dem- 
onstrates how the same basic operation can be performed 
in different ways in a 2 - 0  processor, each having distinct 
operational characteristics. The single LED and the 2-D 
detector array used in this architecture allow serial loading 
of data in the optical system, a convenient property in many 
applications. The parallel addressing of the system in Fig. 3, 
on the other hand, is useful in applications where the data 
naturally appear in parallel format, such as in processing 
signals from antenna arrays. Furthermore, the parallel in- 
put/output format  of  the system in Fig. 3 permits the 
implementation  of iterative algorithms  by feeding back the 
output signal from each detector element to the corre- 
sponding LED at the input plane of the processor  [29]. 
Both architectures discussed thus far in this section re- 
quire a 2-D transparency in addition to the input devices 
that are used to enter broad-band signals into the optical 
processor. This 2-D transparency is typically photographic 
film on which the matrix is permanently  stored.  Conse- 
quently, the matrix  cannot  be  dynamically  changed. A 2-D 
transparency is not, however, the only method that pro- 
vides access to the 2-D space of the optical system. 2-D 
optical processors with dynamic spatial impulse response 
can be implemented using two I - D  modulators oriented 
perpendicular to one  another. The first architecture of this 
type was reported by Said and Cooper [30]. The processor 
shown schematically in Fig. 5 is a modified version of the 
system that was originally proposed, in that two separate 
N 
I 
N 
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Fig. 5. Space integrating ambiguity function processor. 
AODs are used here in place of a single device with two 
acoustic waves propagating in orthogonal directions. The 
monochromatic plane wave illuminating this system is 
focused in the vertical dimension by the cylindrical lens L,  
onto an AOD placed in the horizontal ( x )  direction. A 
signal f( t )  is applied to the AOD and  the light  diffracted by 
the device is recollimated vertically and focused horizon- 
tally by  the  spherical  lens L ,  onto plane P, where a second 
AOD is placed oriented in the vertical ( y )  dimension. This 
AOD is driven by the signal h(t) .  In the horizontal dimen- 
sion,  the doubly  diffracted  light is collimated by the  spheri- 
cal lens L ,  and the combination of lenses L ,  and 1 ,  form 
an  image of the light  diffracted  from the  first AOD at plane 
P,. In the vertical direction, the cylindrical lenses L 3  and L ,  
form the  image of the light  diffracted by  the  second AOD 
at P,. The amplitude of the 2-D light distribution at pZ is 
therefore modulated by f( t - x / v ) h (  t - y / v ) .  The astig- 
matic pair of lenses L ,  and L(, image pZ along one dimen- 
sion and form the Fourier  transform in the orthogonal 
dimension. The direction in which the cylindrical lens L ,  
has focusing power is at 45" with respect to the x and y 
axes and therefore the Fourier transformation is performed 
along a direction that is also  at 45" with respect to the ( x ,   y )  
axes. It is convenient at this point to define a new set of 
coordinates, y', parallel to the axis of  the cylinder L ,  and x' 
perpendicular to y'. The old coordinates are related to the 
new by 
x' = ( x  + y ) / f i  
Y' = ( x  - Y ) / 6 .  
We can now readily write an expression for the amplitude 
of the light distribution at the output plane 4 as the I -D  
Fourier  transform of the light  distribution at plane P2 
g ( u , y ' , t )  = / f [  t - ( x )  + V ) / f i V ]  h [  t - ( x t  - y ' ) / J T v ]  
.exp ( 2 r x ' u )  dx' (8) 
where u = x"/AF6,  x" is the spatial coordinate at the out- 
put plane  and Fb is the  focal length of L6.  The function g in 
the above equation has some interesting properties. If f( t )  
= h(t - T) exp(j2kt) is a delayed version of the signal 
h( t ) ,  shifted in frequency by Q, hertz, then at x" = 
q,hF6/ f i v  and at a time t when both f and h are within 
the  apertures of the  AODs, g as a function  of  position y' is 
the autocorrelation of h. The peak of this autocorrelation 
function occurs at y' = vr/fi. This operation, known as 
the ambiguity function [31], is useful in radar  signal  process- 
ing since the range (which is proportional to T )  and the 
velocity of a target (proportional to 4)  can be estimated 
from the location  of the peak of g in the (u ,  y') plane. If the 
signals f and h are longer  than  the  acoustic  delay through 
the  AODs,  the ambiguity function of a different  portion of 
the two signals is calculated at any one time. These partial 
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ambiguity surfaces  can  be incoherently accumulated in 
time  on a 2-D detector at the output plane to enhance  the 
signal-to-noise ratio. This architecture exemplifies the dis- 
tinction between multichannel and 2-D processors.  The 
operation performed along either of the two spatial coordi- 
nates is not independently part of the final answer; only the 
combined processing  along both transverse dimensions 
produces the full ambiguity surface. 
The  system described above is interesting in its own 
right, but perhaps  more importantly it demonstrated  for  the 
first time a very flexible and powerful method for process- 
ing data in two dimensions: the use of two orthogonal 
AODs or other I -D  devices. In recent years, many config- 
urations have been  proposed  using this technique [32]-[36] 
and it is likely that more architectures of this type will be 
invented. We will examine  here, as an additional example, a 
particularly flexible architecture proposed by Kellman [37] 
and Turpin [38] and shown in Fig. 6. A LED is the light 
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Fig. 6. Time integrating triple-product processor. 
source in this system, its intensity temporally modulated by 
the signal a( t ) .  The first AOD, oriented  horizontally in Fig. 
6, i s  modulated by the signal b( t )  and illuminated by the 
LED through lenses L,  and I , .  The intensity of the light 
diffracted by the AOD, modulated by the product a( t )b( t  
- x / v ) ,  is expanded vertically and focused horizontally by 
L 3  to  illuminate the second, vertically oriented AOD  in Fig. 
6. The signal applied to the second AOD is denoted by 
c(t).  The doubly  diffracted  light is modulated by  the prod- 
uct a(t)b(t - x / v ) c (  t - y / v ) .  The cylindrical lenses L ,  and 
L 6  produce an image of the second AOD in the vertical 
direction at the output plane, while L 3  and L ,  image the 
first AOD in the horizontal  direction  onto the output plane. 
A 2-D detector array is placed at he output plane. The 
photogenerated charge that accumulates at a detector ele- 
%7 
2-D FOURIER 
TRANSFOAM LENS ment located at coordinates ( x ,  y )  and  exposed to light for 
Tseconds is proportional  to 
d ( x t Y ) = / T a ( t ) b ( t -   x / v ) C ( t  - y / v ) d t .  (9) 
This system is known as the triple product processor be- 
cause  the 2-D output function, d ( x ,  y ) ,  is obtained by 
temporally integrating the product of the three input sig- 
nals. We can see from the top and  side  views in Fig. 6 that 
this processor  consists  of two I - D  time integrating correla- 
tors, operating simultaneously in orthogonal directions. 
Note the difference between this system and the multi- 
channel time integrating processor  we  discussed in the 
previous  section (Fig. 2) .  A correlation is performed in this 
case in both dimensions; the result is obtained from the 
combined 2-D processing rather than the repetition of the 
I - D  processing operation. The operation performed by this 
architecture always has the general form given by (9), but 
there is considerable flexibility since all three input signals 
are electronic: by altering them new operations can  be 
performed with the same optical hardware. For instance, i f  
a( t )  = s( t )  exp(jkt’), b( t )  = s( t ) ,  and c( t )  = exp( - jkt2),  
where k is a constant, then the output, d(x ,  y )  becomes 
exp [ -2 j (   ky /v)  t ]  dt. (1  0) 
The  above  expression is the ambiguity function of  the 
signal s( t )  multiplied by a quadratic phase term (which can 
be  removed, if necessary, by post-detection multiplication). 
Notice that in (IO) we  have allowed the input signals to be 
complex. In practice,  complex  signal  processing capability is 
achieved by modulating in quadrature an offset carrier with 
the input signals  and adding a bias to the modulated carrier, 
before the signals are applied to the AODs of  the  processor. 
A different signal  processing operation can be performed 
with the system  of  Fig. 6, if we set a( t )  = s(t)exp(jk,t2 + 
j k2 t2 ) ,  b( t )  = exp( - jk l t2) ,  and c( t )  = exp( - j k 2 t 2 )  [39]. 
The output in this case takes the following form: 
d ( x r  Y>  = exp [ - j k , (x /v l2  - j k 2 ( y / v ) ’ ]  
./s( t )  exp [ - j ( 2 k l x / v ) t ]  exp [ - j ( 2 k 2 y / v )  t ]  dt. 
(11) 
If we  neglect  the multiplicative quadratic phase  term, d(x,   y)  
is the Fourier  transform of the signal s( t ) ,  calculated via the 
chirp-z algorithm, in both spatial  dimensions. The spectrum 
is displayed in both dimensions as a function of position 
with k,x/2lrv and k2y/2nv being the frequency variables 
in the x and y directions, respectively. The maximum 
frequency of s ( t )  for which the spectrum is calculated in 
the x and y dimensions is k ,A /2rv  and k2A/2a  v, respec- 
tively, where A is the  aperture  of both AODs in Fig. 7 (i.e., 
the maximum value for x and y ) .  The frequency resolution 
is equal to the  maximum  frequency divided by the  number 
of pixels in each dimension of  the 2-D detector array  or the 
space-bandwidth product of the AODs, whichever is 
smaller. If k ,  is chosen so that klA/2nv is equal to the 
bandwidth 6 of s ( t ) ,  then the entire spectrum of s ( t )  is 
displayed in the x direction with relatively low resolution. 
TRANSFORMING 
LENS 
(b) 
Fig. 7. Triple-correlator architecture. 
If k ,  is chosen to be  equal to k ,  divided by the number  of 
pixels of the detector (let us take this number to be IO3), 
then only 1/103 of the spectrum is displayed in the y 
direction at  each position x .  The resolution in the y dimen- 
sion is then equal to the bandwidth of s ( t )  divided by IO6, 
assuming that the integration time, T, on the detector is at 
least 106/B seconds. The combination of the broad-band, 
low-resolution transform in x and  the high-resolution, 
low-bandwidth transform in y produces the 2-D “folded” 
spectrum or, equivalently, the 2 - 0  raster recording of IO6 
samples  of the I - D  Fourier  transform of the signal s( t) .  The 
formation of the I - D  spectrum in  two spatial coordinates 
with this architecture, allows the display of IO6 spectral 
samples  since 2-D detector arrays of this size are available, 
whereas the size of I - D  detector arrays is on the order of 
IO3. The triple-product processor  can  also  be  used to calcu- 
late the “folded” correlation of I - D  signals longer  than the 
acoustic delay of the AODs used in the implementation. 
This is possible for signals that can  be written as the 
product of two shorter codes [a]. The advantage of the 
folded correlation over a I - D  implementation is that two 
very long signals can be correlated and at the same time 
long differential delays between the two signals are per- 
mitted. Either  one of these properties can  be  achieved with 
a I - D  implementation, but they can be obtained simulta- 
neously only  with the 2-D implementation. 
The product of two matrices can also be computed by 
this same architecture using  the method described by Athale 
et a/. [41]. This is accomplished  by applying the  columns of 
the first  matrix sequentially to the first AOD in Fig. 6 while 
the rows of the second matrix are applied to the second 
AOD. At periodic  time instances, when the  acoustic  signals 
in the two AODs correspond to one complete column and 
row of the  matrices,  the LED is pulsed and the outer 
product between the two vectors is formed and detected at 
the output plane of the system. The accumulation on the 
2 - 0  detector of the outer products  of all the  columns  of the 
first matrix with the corresponding rows  of  the  second 
matrix,  results in the formation of  the product matrix. In the 
vector-matrix multipliers we  considered  earlier (Figs. 3 and 
4) both spatial  dimensions are  used to perform an operation 
simpler than the product  of two matrices. The reason it is 
possible to perform directly more  complex  operations with 
the triple-product processor is that the detector is used to 
store  and  accumulate partial results, i.e., data  are  processed 
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in the time domain in addition to the two spatial coordi- 
nates. Interestingly, however, the triple-product processor 
that forms the matrix-matrix product i s  less powerful than 
the  vector-matrix multiplier of Fig. 3. A matrix-matrix prod- 
uct can be performed with the system of Fig. 3 by repetitive 
vector-matrix multiplications (inner products). The number 
of inner products that must be computed with this ap- 
proach is equal to the  number of outer products that  must 
be computed with the triple-product processor. The vec- 
tor-matrix multiplication is computed by the system  of  Fig. 
3 in a time equal to the inverse of the modulation band- 
width of the LEDs, which can be 10 ns or less. The outer 
product is computed in the system of Fig. 7 in the time it 
takes to load the AODs, typically 1 ps or more. Thus the 
simpler system of Fig. 3 has the speed advantage. This is a 
consequence of the high degree  of  parallelism at the input 
and output stages of this processor, a feature  however  that 
in practice is not desirable because of the need to handle 
electronically many  parallel broad-band channels.  This 
tradeoff between speed and parallelism at the input and 
output stages of the optical system is frequently encoun- 
tered in the  design  of optical processing  systems. 
We now discuss  an  architecture in which the 2 - 0  space is 
ingeniously used to perform the correlation of three I - D  
signals.  The triple  correlation is equivalent in the  frequency 
domain to the product of the I - D  transforms of the three 
signals. All three  transforms  can  be produced with I - D  
optical systems  (Fourier transforming lenses) but  only  dou- 
ble products of these transforms are produced in one di- 
mension  by detecting  their interference. The triple product 
of the transforms can be formed if both transverse dimen- 
sions of the optical system are used, with the processor 
shown in Fig. 7. This system is a simplified version of an 
architecture proposed by Vander Lugt [42]. The first func- 
tion, f (y ) ,  i s  recorded as a I - D  transparency in the vertical 
direction, and it is imaged through a second horizontal 
transparency whose transmittance is the second function, 
h ( x ) .  The amplitude  of the light  following the second 
transparency is modulated by the product f ( y ) h ( x ) .  A 
spherical  lens  forms the 2 - 0  Fourier  transform of this prod- 
uct  and  produces at the output plane of the system in Fig. 
7(a) a light distribution whose amplitude is modulated by 
the product F( v)H(u).  F and H are  the  transforms of f and 
h, respectively,  and v and u are the  spatial  frequency 
variables at the output plane. If the (u ,  v )  coordinates are 
rotated by 45” to obtain the new coordinates u’ = ( u  + v ) / a ,  v‘ = (u - v ) / G ,  the field at the output plane 
takes the form f[(u’ - v‘)/GJH[(u’ + v‘)/fi]. At v’ = 0 
the amplitude of the field is modulated along  the u’ direc- 
tion by  the product of  the two transforms. The product of 
the three transforms can now be formed by detecting the 
interference of this pattern and the transform of the third 
signal. The third transform is produced in a separate portion 
of  the system, shown in Fig.  7(b). A I - D  transparency of the 
third signal, g ( x ’ ) ,  is recorded in a direction that is at 45’ 
with the ( x ,   y )  axes and parallel to the u’ axis. The focal 
length of the Fourier transforming lens in Fig. 7(b) is  fi 
times  longer  than the one in Fig.  7(a) to compensate  for  the 
scaling that occurs from observing the spectra along the 
diagonal in Fig. 7(a). When the interference of the output 
light from the two systems in Fig. 7(a) and (b) is detected 
along the u’ axis, one of the terms in the interference 
pattern consists of the product of  the  three  transforms. The 
triple correlation can now be formed by inverse Fourier 
transforming this term. In Vander Lugt’s implementation all 
three transparencies are implemented with AODs. There- 
fore, there is a proportional temporal frequency shift at 
each  spatial  frequency  and this makes it possible to obtain 
the inverse transform as the  temporal  signal at the  output of 
a detector that integrates all the light along the u’ axis. The 
particularly interesting feature  of this architecture is the use 
of three AODs oriented in three separate directions. The 
use of more than two I - D  devices in nonperpendicular 
directions is the possibility that is only beginning to be 
explored and will likely result in new 2 - 0  architectures in 
the future. 
The systems that have been discussed here are only a 
portion of the possible 2 - 0  architectures  for  processing I - D  
signals, but through these examples it becomes apparent 
that the 2-D space provides not only additional processing 
power but also versatility. A much broader class of linear 
operations can be performed on I - D  signals with a 2-D 
processor and each operation can usually be performed in 
several different ways.  The latitude  in the  design  allows  the 
optimization of  the  architecture to  obtain the most  suitable 
characteristics (input/output format, programmability, proc- 
essing power) for  each application. 
IV. PROCESSING OF 2-D SIGNALS 
It was stated in the Introduction of this paper that the 
2-D processing capability of optics ma4es this technology 
particularly well suited for image processing applications. 
2-D linear operations such as the Fourier transform and 
correlation can be directly performed optically if the input 
image is recorded as a 2 - 0  transparency.  When  the  processor 
is implemented with I - D  input devices, we are faced with 
the problem that  the entire image cannot be entered 
simultaneously in the optical processor. Typically, images 
with I O 6  pixels are processed, whereas the space-band- 
width product of I - D  devices is limited to approximately 
IO3.  One possible solution to this problem is the  segmenta- 
tion of the image processing operation into smaller tasks, 
each  one of  which is implementable with an optical system 
that uses I - D  input devices. The partial results  can then be 
stored electronically in order to synthesize the final result 
when all the subtasks  are completed by the optical 
processor. Such an approach is indeed possible and feasi- 
ble. In many instances, however, it is not only the process- 
ing power that makes the optical implementation attractive, 
but equally important, its low power requirement, size, and 
cost. The use of the large, high-speed electronic memory 
that is needed in this approach can eliminate these ad- 
vantages.  The  need  for  an  external  memory  can  be avoided 
by  using  the detector of the optical system as the  memory 
in which the partial results  are temporarily stored. The 
partial results  can  be computed by  spatial integration in the 
optical system and accumulated through temporal integra- 
tion on the detector to produce the final result. A 2-D 
space can be  constructed, in this manner, from one spatial 
dimension and time, in which an  image  can  be  represented 
and  processed optically by temporal and  spatial integration 
(TSI). Alternatively, the partial results  can  be computed with 
a time integrating optical processor,  and  thus a purely time 
integrating optical image  processor  can  be implemented. In 
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either case, the use of the 2-D optical system is essential, 
since the image must be processed in each of its dimen- 
sions along a separate axis of  the optical system. 
TSI processing was originally proposed by Bader [43] and 
Psaltis and Casasent [44] for spectrum analysis of I - D  sig- 
nals. The spectrum of I - D  signals can be optically com- 
puted with a I - D  space or time integrating acoustooptic 
spectrum  analyzer. The two implementations have comple- 
mentary characteristics: the space integrating implementa- 
tion provides wide  bandwidth  but relatively low resolution, 
whereas the time integrating system can produce a high 
resolution spectrum over a relatively small bandwidth. A 
high-bandwidth,  high-resolution spectrum  can  be produced 
with a 2-D optical processor using a combination of tem- 
poral and spatial integration. The  space integrating spec- 
trum analyzer is shown in Fig. 8(a). If the signal that is 
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Fig. 8. Time and space integrating spectrum analyzer 
applied  to the AOD is denoted by f( t ) ,  then the amplitude 
of the light at the  back  focal  plane of the  Fourier  transform- 
ing lens is modulated by 
g(x’, t )  = / f (  t - x/.) exp (j2rux) dx 
X 
= (f(vu):sinc(~vu)}exp(-j2rvut). (12) 
X in the  above equation is the aperture  of  the  AOD, 
u = x ’ / A F  is the spatial  frequency  variable, x’ is the  spatial 
coordinate at the output plane, F is the  focal length of the 
lens, and : denotes convolution. The spatial modulation at 
the output is the  Fourier  transform  of f( t ) ,  f (  vu), smoothed 
by the convolution with a sinc function due to the finite 
aperture  of the AOD. The frequency resolution is limited by 
the width of the main lobe of the sinc function and it is 
equal to v/X hertz. The amplitude of the output light is 
also temporally modulated sinusoidally at each  spatial 
frequency location at a temporal  frequency proportional to 
the spatial  frequency u. If we  consider all the light  incident 
on a single spatial frequency resolution cell (with spatial 
width hF/X), then the bandwidth of the temporal modu- 
lation of this light is only v / X ,  equal to the frequency 
resolution of  the space integrating processor.  We  can  there- 
fore use this temporally modulated light as an input to a 
chirp-z, time integrating processor operating in the or- 
thogonal dimension (Fig.  8(b))  and  thus produce a high-res- 
olution spectrum  of  the narrow-band temporal  signal local- 
ized at each resolution element of the space integrating 
processor. All the coarse resolution elements  can  be simul- 
taneously processed by a single multiplexed  time integrat- 
ing spectrum analyzer, as we discussed earlier (Fig. 2). The 
temporal bandwidth of the light within every one of the 
spatial  frequency resolution cells is the same (v/X), but the 
center  frequency of the temporal modulation at each posi- 
tion is nv/X,  where n is an integer  that  increases in propor- 
tion to the position of the resolution cells of the space 
integrating system. The signals from all cells must be het- 
erodyned to baseband before they can be simultaneously 
processed by the multichannel time integrating correlator. 
A pulsed light source with pulse repetition frequency v/X, 
can be used to accomplish this function. If the individual 
pulses are sufficiently narrow, the temporal modulation  of 
the light source can be approximated by a series of delta 
functions 
x8(f - mX/v) = (v/X)xexp[(jmv/X)t]. (13) 
The amplitude of the light at the output of the space 
integrating system is modulated by the product of (12) and 
(13).  We see from (13) that the periodic pulse  waveform  of 
the light source  produces all the  harmonics  of the temporal 
frequency v/X. Therefore, at the nth resolution cell, the 
center frequency nv/X of the modulation will be mixed 
with the nth harmonic of the source to produce a temporal 
signal at baseband. Since this happens for all n, there is a 
baseband signal at each resolution cell. The multichannel 
time integrating processor  produces the fine frequency 
transform from the baseband  signal in each channel while it 
averages to zero all nonbaseband  signals  and  forms on the 
2-D detector array at the output of the time integrating 
system the folded spectrum  of f(  t ) .  
TSI processors  have been applied to other 1-D signal 
processing  problems  such as the computation  of the corre- 
lation of long 1 -D signals  and ambiguity functions [45]-[47]. 
The architecture that produces the folded spectrum of a 
I - D  signal is of particular interest to this discussion, how- 
ever,  because it suggests a methodology for  using TSI to  do 
image processing. The folded spectrum was first discussed 
in the context of  optical signal processing by Thomas [a], 
who showed  that i f  a long 1-D signal is raster recorded as a 
2-D transparency, then the 2 - 0  Fourier transform of this 
transparency is the raster recording of the transform  of the 
original I - D  signal  (i.e.,  the folded spectrum).  Thomas’ 
result can be applied, in reverse, to the TSI processor: the 
folded spectrum produced by the TSI processor  can  be 
interpreted as the 2-D Fourier transform of the image that 
forms by raster recording the I - D  input signal. Each hori- 
zontal line of this image corresponds to a portion of the 
I - D  input signal, with duration equal to the  acoustic  delay 
through the aperture of the AOD. The 2-D Fourier trans- 
form of an  image  can be computed  with the system  of  Fig. 
8, by  using a TV camera to detect the image  and setting the 
duration of  each horizontal video line equal to the acoustic 
delay  of  the input AOD. The video from  the TV camera is 
applied as the I - D  input signal to the processor  and the 2 - 0  
Fourier  transform  of the image  forms on  the 2-D detector at 
the output plane in Fig. 8. Notice that the pulse repetition 
frequency of the light source  of the system in Fig. 8 is equal 
to the inverse of the  acoustic  delay. An alternate interpreta- 
rn  rn 
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tion of the image transforming TSI processor is as follows: 
each line  of the input image is scanned by the TV camera 
and  entered in the  AOD;  the light source is pulsed to read 
out the current video line which is transformed by spatial 
integration with the lens; the different lines of the image 
are sequentially scanned and entered into the optical sys- 
tem where the Fourier transform along the second dimen- 
sion of the image is produced by temporal integration in 
the second dimension of the optical processor. 
The TSI processing concept can be applied to a more 
general class of image  processing  Operations.  Specifically, it 
is possible to realize any 2-D linear operation that has a 
kernel separable in the two dimensions or shift invariant 
operations. 2 - 0  linear  operations with separable, but  other- 
wise  arbitrary  kernel,  can  be implemented with the 
processor shown in Fig. 9 [49]. The input image is denoted 
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Fig. 9. Time and space integrating image processor, for the 
implementation  of linear operations with space-variant,  sep- 
arable kernel. 
by f ( x , n ) ,  where x is a continuous variable along one of 
the dimensions and n is an integer that enumerates the 
lines along the second dimension. A TV camera is used to 
scan sequentially the lines of the image f ( x , n ) ,  and the 
video is applied  to the first AOD in Fig. 9. The light source 
is pulsed periodically  to read out separately  each line from 
the AOD. The light  diffracted by the AOD is imaged in the 
horizontal ( x )  direction and  expanded uniformly in the 
vertical direction to illuminate a mask placed in plane P, 
with transmittance hl(x,  y) .  The light transmitted through 
this transparency is imaged in the horizontal direction, by 
the lenses L ,  and L , ,  onto a second AOD that is oriented 
horizontally as well. A slit is placed at the focal plane of 
lens L ,  that blocks high spatial frequency components in 
the x direction. If the slit is sufficiently narrow (approxi- 
mately  equal to the width of  one resolution spot), then the 
image at f2 is spatially  integrated along the x direction. The 
second AOD is  modulated by the video signal  from a 
second TV camera, which is pointed at an image h2(n, x?. 
x’ i s  the horizontal coordinate at the plane of the second 
AOD, and n indicates  the line number  of  the  second  image. 
The two cameras operate in synchronism, so that  the  acous- 
tic signal in the  second AOD is the nth  line of  the image h, 
at the instant the signal in the first AOD is the nth  line  of 
the input image f .  The light  diffracted by the  second AOD 
is imaged horizontally by lenses L ,  and L ,  to the output 
plane, where a 2-D detector array is placed. In the vertical 
direction, the light transmitted through the 2-D trans- 
parency, hl(x,   y) ,  is imaged onto the output plane by  lenses 
I, and L,. The  charge that is photogenerated on the  detec- 
tor due to a light pulse  that  occurs when the nth  line of the 
input image is entered in the optical processor, is propor- 
tional  to 
The total charge that is generated  and  accumulated  on  the 
detector for all lines is 
The operation performed by  this  processor, as described  by 
(15), is a 2 - 0  linear operation on the image f ( x , n )  whose 
kernel is equal to the product of the functions hl (x ,  y )  and 
h2(n,i ’). The  image is processed  by continuous spatial 
integration along one  of  its  dimensions and  by the summa- 
tion of  the individual lines through temporal integration on 
the detector, in the other dimension. Even though any 
separable-kernel linear operation can be implemented with 
the system  of  Fig.  9,  an improved TSI architecture can often 
be designed for a particular separable kernel. For example, 
the TSI 2-D Fourier transforming system that was  discussed 
earlier in this section, is simpler and therefore preferable to 
the system of Fig. 9, which can perform the same operation 
if h, and h, are chosen appropriately. TSI architectures for 
synthetic-aperture radar image formation [50], [51] and for 
the calculation of the moments  of an  image  [52]  have  been 
designed  by  Psaltis  and  Wagner. 
2-D shift-invariant operations are a very important class 
of operations  that can  also  be implemented with TSI archi- 
tectures, since such operations are useful in many image 
processing applications. Let f ( x ,  n) denote an input image, 
where x is a continuous variable  and n is an integer 
denoting the line number of the image, and let h ( x , n )  be 
the reference image. The 2-D correlation between f and h 
is 
g ( x ’ , m ) =   x / f ( x , n ) h ( x + x ’ , n +   m ) d x .  (16) 
n 
The integer m in the above equation enumerates the lines 
of the 2 - 0  correlation, whereas the continuous variable x’ 
is used in the other direction. The 2-D correlation is formed 
by continuous integration in x and  summation  over n, since 
the images  are represented by  discrete  lines in our notation. 
The summation over n is realized by temporal integration 
on the detector in the implementation of (16) with a TSI 
architecture. The I - D  integral in the x direction is the 
correlation of each line of  the input image with all lines  of 
the  reference  image,  i.e., for each  value  of n the correlation 
is performed for all possible values of m. This operation is 
performed in a TSI processor, with a 1-D multichannel 
space integrating correlator in which the different lines of 
the  reference image are stacked in the dimension orthogo- 
nal to x .  Therefore,  the  index m in (16) corresponds to the 
vertical spatial location at which a line of the correlation 
forms in the optical system. Notice that in (16) the 1-D 
correlations of the nth  input  line must be shifted in the m 
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direction by n pixels  before the summation  over n is 
performed. This shift can be implemented in the optical 
system with a  vertical deflector that  positions the I -D  
correlations appropriately on the detector or, alternatively, 
by electronic scanning with a  CCD  detector  array.  The  CCD 
implementation will be  discussed in more detail in the 
following paragraph. One possible  implementation of a 
space integrating multichannel correlator is through multi- 
plication in the spatial frequency domain of the transform 
of each input  line with the transforms of all the lines of the 
reference, which can be stored in the optical system as a 
I -D Fourier transform hologram [53]. This implementation 
combined with a scanning  CCD has been  recently  demon- 
strated  experimentally at Caltech  [54]. 
Images  can  also  be  processed with a 2-D time integrating 
processor,  using I -D input devices.  This  becomes  apparent 
by considering the triple-product processor  (an  architecture 
in which temporal integration is performed in both dimen- 
sions) which, according to our discussion in the previous 
section,  can  be configured to calculate the  folded spectrum 
of a I -D  signal.  Therefore, the analogy  between the folded 
spectrum of a I -D  signal  and the 2-D Fourier  transform  can 
be applied in this case as well, to conclude that the triple- 
product processor can also be used for the calculation of 
the  2-D spectrum of an  image  [61].  Time integrating 
processors  can  also be configured to perform  a  wider class 
of image  processing  operations. We will discuss  here a time 
integrating image  correlator,  shown in Fig. IO, that was 
d CAMERA 
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Fig. 10. Time integrating image corretator. 
recently described by Psaltis  [55].  They  system  consists of a 
multichannel time integrating correlator in conjunction with 
a  scanning 2-0 CCD  detector. A N camera is used to raster 
scan the input image  and the video  signal is applied to the 
AOD. The  reference  image is stored in an electronic mem- 
ory (digital or CCD). The memory is interfaced to an array 
of LEDs in a way that allows each line of the reference 
image to modulate the intensity of a separate LED. The 
LEDs are modulated cyclically: during the time one of the 
lines of the input image is traveling through the AOD, 
the intensity of the LEDs is temporally modulated by the 
lines of the reference image and the LED modulation is 
repeated  every time a new input line enters the AOD. The 
LEDs illuminate the AOD uniformly in the horizontal ( x )  
direction and the light diffracted by the AOD is imaged 
horizontally at the output plane of the processor. In the 
vertical direction, the light  distribution at the output plane 
is an image of the LED array. The charge that accumulates 
on the 2-D  CCD  detector  array that is placed at the  output 
plane in Fig. 10 during the time that the nth input line 
travels  through the AOD is proportional to 
g( x ,  m, n )  = / f (  t - x / v ,  n)h(  t ,  m )  dt. (17) 
The functions f and h represent the input and reference 
images,  respectively,  and the integer m enumerates the 
lines of the reference image. Since each line of the refer- 
ence  modulates  a  separate LED and  each LED is located at a 
different vertical position, the integer m in (17) also indi- 
cates the vertical position on the CCD  detector.  The origin 
of  the axis of the time variable, t, in (17) is reset to zero at 
the  beginning of each horizontal scan of the TV camera for 
notational convenience. At  the  completion of each horizon- 
tal scan, the 2-D charge pattern stored on the CCD is 
transferred  vertically  by  one pixel. At the initiation of each 
horizontal scan, the electronic memory  also  begins to read 
out the reference  image  stored in it. When all N lines of the 
input image  have  been  processed, the signal  that  was 
photogenerated  by the nth input line, has been  transferred 
vertically on the detector  by ( N  - n) pixels. The total signal 
that is accumulated on an element of the CCD detector 
array, located at horizontal position x at the mth  row of the 
array, is given  by 
g ( x , m )  = Cg<x,m + - N , n )  
n 
= F / f (  t + x / " ,  n)h(  t ,  m + n - N )  dt. (18) 
g(x ,m)  is the correlation between the input image f and 
the reference  image h shifted in the vertical direction by N 
pixels. The correlation is read out by the CCD in the form 
of an electronic video  signal  that  can  be  displayed on a TV 
monitor or processed further electronically. In this architec- 
ture, I -D  devices are used to enter both the input and 
reference images in the optical processor. Since the refer- 
ence  image is stored  electronically,  rather  than optically on 
a 2-D SLM, it can  be  generated with a digital computer  and 
stored in the memory directly. This feature can be very 
useful in pattern recognition applications, where typically 
an optimum reference is generated digitally [56] and the 
need to fabricate  a  computer-generated  hologram is thereby 
avoided.  Furthermore, this image  processing  architecture 
has unique flexibility, since the reference image can be 
periodically reprogrammed by the digital computer. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The design of optical processing architectures has, in a 
sense, gone  through  a  complete  cycle.  After the early  success 
of 2-D architectures, such as the synthetic-aperture radar 
processors, I -D  architectures emerged that became practi- 
cal as 1-D input devices (primarily AODs)  were  developed. 
More recently the same I -D  devices have been used in a 
new generation of 2-D architectures. The primary motiva- 
tion for the development of these architectures has proba- 
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bly been  the availability of the well-developed I - D  devices. 
In the process the field has been enriched greatly. A wider 
class of  linear  operations is possible with 2 - 0  architectures 
that are implemented with  1-D devices  and  more flexibility 
exists in the way a particular linear operation can be per- 
formed. Dynamic processing (time integration and systolic 
processing) that is feasible with I - D  devices, coupled  with 
the high computational power that is  possible in a 2-D 
optical system,  has resulted in the most powerful and 
flexible optical processors to date. Finally, the abundant 
processing power that is available in these  architectures  can 
be traded for increased  accuracy,  most notably through the 
use of the method of binary multiplication by analog con- 
volution [57], [16]. This can lead to optical processors that 
have  accuracy compatible with digital systems  and thus 
increase the applicability of optical computing to more 
general  problems involving linear  numerical  calculations. 
Future architectural designs will certainly be influenced 
by the state of the art of optical devices. As real-time 2-D 
spatial light modulators  become  practical,  they will be 
incorporated in 2-D architectures that use I - D  devices as 
broad-band input transducers  and 2-D devices for massive, 
programmable storage in the optical system. The develop- 
ment of 2-D input devices that are compatible with dy- 
namic processing, such as multiple-transducer AODs [58], 
will make new architectural designs  feasible. Nonlinear 
optical devices can also a have a major impact; if one- or 
two-dimensional arrays of optical bistable devices become 
feasible, then it  will be possible to implement optical 
computers that perform not only linear, but more general 
computations. Such  an optical computer would be more 
powerful than a digital computer, not because optical gates 
may  be  faster than electronic gates, but because the optical 
computer can  be  easily configured in the three-dimensional 
space and thus have massive parallelism and interconnec- 
tion capability. 
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